
Shifting to alternative instructional settings like hybrid or remote learning? HMH has NEW LIVE online 
professional learning courses to support your teaching journey! See back for more details  u

HMH Into Reading TM 
Online Rigby ® Libraries 
Grades K-6  

Contact me today for a preview!

Each interactive digital leveled reader 
includes audio with read-along 
highlighting and a note-taking tool

Spanning a range of levels and genres, HMH Into Reading TM Online Rigby® Leveled Libraries go beyond 
traditional leveled readers, allowing you to truly match each student to text based on level, skill, and topic. 
With titles available in both English and Spanish, each grade-level online Rigby Leveled Library includes:

 For 
Remote 

Learning!

 ✔ Teacher access to all 570 titles
in the full K-6 digital library

 ✔ Take and Teach Lesson Plans
with English language learner  
support and targeted 
comprehension skill instruction

 ✔ Tabletop Minilessons for
differentiating skill instruction 
with small groups

 ✔ Leveled Reader Quizzes and
Printable Practice Pages

 ✔ Guided Reading Coaching
Cards with instructional 
strategies to move students 
through the guided reading 
levels

 ✔ Guided Reading Benchmark
Assessment Kits for K-2 and 
3-5 to make sure students are 
in the just-right leveled reader

— P L U S —

 ✔ Access to Teacher’s Corner™,
HMH’s new online Professional 
Learning space

 ✔ Access to Virtual Classroom to
assist teachers in scheduling 
and hosting online video classes

Readers and select resources available for additional purchase in print.

View Lesson Plan

EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

11–12
What does the prince do to save his life? (He works all 

day and all night to create a carpet for the thieves to sell.) 

When does he complete it? (after a few weeks)

Reread Ask a volunteer to find and read aloud the words 

that describe how the prince weaves a carpet. Make 

sure students understand the difference between loom 

and wool.  

TEXT EVIDENCE• all day and all night . . . to create a carpet
• After a few weeks

English Learner SupportPhrases that indicate time: all day, all night, after 

a few weeks
Spanish cognates: crear (create), Príncipe (prince)

14–15
How does the king know his son made the carpet? 

(The king knows the prince is an excellent weaver; there are 

crown designs in the carpet.)Reread Have students reread the last paragraph on 

page 15. Prompt students to discuss the clues the king 

recognized in the carpet.

TEXT EVIDENCE• best carpet weaver in the land• large crown . . . small crownEnglish Learner SupportIdiom: all of a sudden

16

What message or theme can readers learn from this 

folktale? (Possible answer: Learn to do something well 

because it may help you one day.)Create a Visual Ask students to review their timeline 

entries. Have volunteers tell how these details from the 

text led them to understand the theme.

TEXT EVIDENCE• might help you one day• learned to weave carpets
English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■   Does Prince Habib’s skill save his life?

  ■  ■   It is important to learn to do something well 

because ________.   ■   The message of this folktale is ________.

13

What important suggestion does the prince make? 

(He tells the thieves that they should show the carpet to 

the king.)

Guide Point out that the leader recognizes the prince’s 

skill and knows he can sell the carpet for a good price. 

By suggesting he show it to the king, the prince takes 

advantage of the leader’s greed.

TEXT EVIDENCE• Neither one is right . . . show it to the king
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The Prince’s Carpet

4–5

How do readers know that the king is proud of Prince 
Habib’s hard work? (He says the prince has worked as hard as ten men.) How do readers know the prince likes riding horses? (He asks if he can ride his horse.)Create a Visual Draw a timeline to record the events that have occurred so far. Have students briefly state each 

event in a single phrase or sentence. As students continue 
reading the story, have them add to the timeline.

TEXT EVIDENCE
• done as much work as ten men
• May I go out and ride my horse now, Father?

English Learner Support
Multiple-meaning words: ride, stillSpanish cognates: palacio (palace), montaña (mountain)

6–8

How does Prince Habib feel when the thieves stop him? (afraid) What does he tell the thieves? (that he is 
a good weaver and they could sell his carpets)Discuss Talk with students about how the prince reacts 

when caught by the thieves. Help students understand 
that, although he is afraid, he knows he has to think of a 
way to save his life. 

TEXT EVIDENCE
• was very afraid
• make carpets for you to sell

English Learner Support
As needed, act out how the prince feels when he is with the thieves.

GUIDE INSTRUCTION
Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant Tabletop 

Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE
• learned a great skill
• might help you one day

English Learner Support
Multiple-meaning words: might, wellSpanish cognate: importante (important)

2–3

What does King Salim tell his son about carpet weaving? (that weaving is a great skill; that it is important 
to learn how to do something well) 
Guide Tell students that many traditional stories share 
a theme, or message. Clues to the theme can often be found in what characters say and do. Guide students to 

pay attention to characters’ words and actions as they read. Point out that these details can help them identify 
the story’s theme.

INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION• What message or lesson does this folktale teach readers? 

Theme

4
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The Prince’s Carpet

An Iraqi Folktale 
Retold by Jacqueline Greene 
Illustrated by Katya Krenina

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL L  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• King Salim praises his son, 

Prince Habib, for learning how 

to weave carpets.

• One day, the prince goes 

riding and is captured 

by thieves.

• The prince tells the thieves 

that he can weave a carpet 

that the king will buy. 

• The king rescues his son by 

following the map woven into 

the carpet by the prince.

Key Vocabulary

weaving (p. 2)

carpet (p. 2)

skill (p. 2)

designs (p. 3)

palace (p. 4)

thieves (p. 6)

surrounded (p. 6)

worried (p. 10)

loom (p. 11)

wool (p. 11)

create (p. 12)

Idiomatic Expressions

hard work (p. 3)

at last (p. 11)

all of a sudden (p. 15)

This folktale takes place in Iraq. 

The art of carpet weaving has 

a long and rich history there. 

To this day, Iraqi weavers 

make colorful rugs with 

complex designs. 

People of nobility in ancient 

times were not expected to 

work because of their wealth 

and status. It would have been 

unusual for a prince to learn a 

skill such as carpet weaving, 

making Prince Habib a unique 

character in this story.
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GENRE Folktale

WHY THIS TEXT?

This Iraqi folktale tells the story of a young prince who learns the skill of carpet 

weaving. When thieves capture the young prince, the clever boy weaves a map into 

a carpet, which is then used to alert his father and save his life. The story teaches a 

lesson about the value of being skilled, no matter how rich and powerful you are. 

Colorful illustrations convey the “feel” of the folktale’s cultural origins.

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Crafts create (v.), designs (n.), skill (n.)

The Prince’s Carpet

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍  Key Ideas & Details ............................2

❍  Theme ..............................................4

❍  Setting & Plot ....................................6

❍  Respond & Extend .............................8

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Comprehension Quiz

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Theme

Plot
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The Prince’s Carpet 1

Click here for English titles.

Click here for Spanish titles.

View
Minilesson

Discover
Teacher’s
Corner

https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/3re_ttc_princescarpet.pdf
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Into-Reading-Rigby-Leveled-Library-Listing.pdf
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Spanish-Arriba-la-Lectura-Into-Reading-Rigby-Leveled-Library-Titles.pdf
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Tabeltop-Minilesson_Teacher-View.png
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Tabeltop-Minilesson_Teacher-View.png
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Tabletop-Minilesson_Student-View.png
https://bcove.video/3fZazPj
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Retain Teacher Insight
with Amira Practice for Grades K-3

Based upon over two decades of research and 
powered by artificial intelligence (AI), Amira Practice 
provides individualized 1:1 AI avatar-assisted reading 
practice and coaching for every beginning reader. 

Employing more than 25 different micro–interventions 
backed by reading science, Amira Practice 
makes individual tutoring at a distance scalable—
maximizing the number of students who can receive 
personal attention while learning at home. Micro-interventions support students in the areas 

of phonological awareness, decoding, sight 
recognition, vocabulary, and comprehension

Plan for Remote Learning
Help ensure your teachers successfully transition from emergency remote 
learning to effective online teaching and learning with these two NEW 
synchronous online professional learning courses. Online coaching 
membership includes access to the award-winning HMH Coaching Studio.

NEW LIVE Online Professional Learning 
Courses and Coaching

• Navigating Unpredictable Learning Environments
Learn to establish a safe and responsive learning environment

• Planning for Effective Remote Learning
Strategic planning for your students’ unique learning environments

Contact me to learn more!

Additional Remote 
Learning Support

2019

Discover the HMH Coaching Studio

Scan the code 
to learn more!

https://bcove.video/2CVZr7Q
https://www.hmhco.com/programs/amira
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